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••P.O. Box Sl3. S600 MB EINDHOVE.N, The Netherlands 

Energy Simulation Resenn:h Unit. Univcrsliy or Sinunclydo 
131 Roucnrow. GLASGOW G4 ONO. Scor.lalld 

This paper outlines I.he ESP approach lO lhc simuJ:ll.ion of coupled heat and mass 
flows in integrated building and plant systems. It describes lhe equal.ion-sets used LO 

represent intcr-ional (building) and inter-component (plant) tluid flow. the mer.hod 
used for the simultaneous solution of these non-linear equations, :m<I the solution 
coupling of the hc:it and milSS conservation equaiion-sets. By means of a case swdy, 
the application in a rcn.l building performance evaluation coniext is dcmonstralcd. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In combined building and HV AC plant simuJal.ion. ftuid flow phenomena are encountered 
in four principle areas: 
• air flow through mcks and various openings in lhe building saucnm: in the form of 

inliltration and nalUral vcntiladon: 
• the flow of . air lbrough the distribution nctworics which exist to satisfy the heating/ cooling 

demands and ventilation requirements: 
• the !low of heating/ cooling ftuids lbrough the plant sys1em network; 
• and the convec1ive fluid nows wilhin interior building spaces and ptant components. 

Some knowledge of lhe magn tude of lhc~c nows ls neccs.snry fo r loatl anti energy calcu
lations. system control analysis. lhermnl comfort assessment and 'contaminanl/ moisture disper
sal estimation. Although ftuid now is demonstrably an lmporumt aspect of building/ plant per
formance assessment. the sophistication of its 1reaunent in many modelling systems has tended 
to lag the i.n:aunent applied 10 the other imponam energy !low palhs. The principal renson for 
this would appear 10 be the inherent computational difficulties and the l:ick of sufficicm data. 
In recent limes more emphasis has been placed on fluid flow simulal.ion with two approaches 
l!Xlam: 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD); a method in which the conservation equations for 
mass. momentum and lhermnl energy are solved for all nodal points of a two- or threc
dimensionnl grid inside or around lhe object under investigation. A well known eir;arnple_ of a 
CFO model is PHOENICS (Spalding 1981). 
While in lheory the 0:0 approach is applicable 10 any thermo-fluid phenomenon. in practice. 
and in the building physics domain in particular. !here arc a several problematic issues of 
which the amount of necessary computing power (Chen 1988). the nawre of !he now lieids and 
the assessment of the complex. occupaot-dependem boundary conditions arc lhe most prob
lemntic. This has often led to CFO appllcadOIU being restricted 10 the steady-state c:ise which. 
in many building performance contexts. is atypical. Application ex11Jnpl~ in the field of build· 
Ing energy simulation arc the prediction of 1emper:iwre and velocity fields inside large or 
1cchnicaily complex c:nclosurc:s such as atria and television studios (M:uicatos 1984) and the 



prediction of the pressure field around a building (Haggkvist et al 1989). 

The Zonal M~rhod; a met.hod in which 3 building and ilS plant arc lfC!ltcd as a collection 
of nodc.s representing rooms. pans or rooms and plnnt componentS. wilh inter-nodal conncc. 
lions representing !he distributed How p;ilhs associ3ted wilh cracks. doors. ducrs and the like. 
The assumption is mode that thcrc is a simple. non-line:ir rcl;itionship between I.he llow through 
a connection and the pressure difference across it. Conservation of m3Ss for lhe !lows into ;ioo 

out of cacti node lends to a set of simultaneous. non-linc:ir equntions wrucll can be intcgr:ucd 
over time to characterise I.he ftow domain. 

In the context of combined hcnt and mass flow simulation it is the zonal method which 
has proved (for the present at least) to be most commensuro.te with I.he modeUing appmnc.n 
adopted by the ESP system. The re3Sons for this arc lhn:cfold. Firstly, the number of nodes 
involved · say some 10-100 in a moderately sized building · is considerably less than 
employed in a CFD approach and so the additional CPU burden is accepl3blc. Secondly, there 
is a strong relationship between the nodal networks whicll represent the fluid regime and the 
thermal counterpan. This menns that the information demands of the energy balance formula· 
lions can be directly satisfied. And. finally, the technique can be readily applied to combined 
multi-zone buildings·and multi~omponent. multi-network plant systems. 

It is the zonal method then which has been employed for several years as the basis of the 
air flow module of the ESP system and wltich underpins recent LlcvclopmentS which have led 
LO an improved equation solver and extensions of the technique to plant systems in general. 
Within ESP these devclopmcntS are mooe avnilable to a user via ESPmfs for use in cases 
where buoyancy effects arc time-invariant. and as an integral encapsulation within ESPbps. the 
main simulation module. for use in cases where buoyancy has a strong temporal dimension. 

'This paper describes the theoretical basis of the ESP approach to fluid flow simulation in 
terms of the ftow equa1ion cypcs offered and the underlying numerical solution strategy. The 
integration of the algorithm within the ESPbps numerical processing scheme is then described 
to demonstrate the technique employed to simulate combined heat and nuid now in building/ 
plant systems. Finally, and brie fly, the paper illustrarcs the application of the approach in prac
tice. 

2. THE APPROACH IN OUTLINE 

Within the ESP approach, during each simulation time step. lhe problem is constrained to 
the steady flow (possibly bi-directional) of an incompressible fluid along the connections which 
represent the building/ plant mass flow paths network when subjected to cenain bound:iry con
ditions regarding pressure and/ or flow. The problem reduces therefore to the calculation of 
fluid flow through these connections with lhe nodes of the network representing certain pres· 
surcs. This is achieved by an iterative mass balance approach in whicll nodal pressures arc 
adjusted until the mass residual of each internal node satisfies some user-specified criterion. 

Information on potential mass flows is given by a user in tenns of node descriptions. 
fluid types, !low component types. interconnections and bound:iry conditions. In this way a 
nodal network of coMecting resistances is constructed. This may then be attached. at its boun
dnries, to known pressures or to pressure coefficient sets which represent the relationship 
between frce-strc:un wind vectors and the building external surface pressures to result. 
The flow network may consist of several decoupled sub-networks and is not restricted to Qne 
type of fluid. However. all nodes and components within a sub-network must relate to the 
same fluid type. 
Nodes may represent rooms, pans of moms, plant components, connection points in a duct or 
in a pipe, ambient conditions and so on. Fluid flow components correspond to discrete fluid 
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Figure 1 Example building and plant schematic 

~ pus:lgCS ~uch as doorways. construction cracks, ducts. pipes. fans, pumps. etc. As an 
a.mnple Figure I shows a sketch of a pan of a building consisting of two rooms. some con
~ between tile rooms. a radiator heating sysrem connected 10 one zone and an air heat
.,. 1~su:m coMccu:d 10 the olhcr zone. In this case the bu~lding and plnnt conligur:Won con
.,.. .11 least 1wo mass !low networks - one for the air and one for the water. One possibility 
_,, rcspc1:l 10 the translation of this configuration into a nodal scheme is indicated by lhe 
~ 

'lodes an: characterised by several data items including an identilier. the fluid type. the 
.-x 1ypc. the height above some art>lt:rary datum. temperature (for use only in ESPmfsl and 
W"'tr21 supplementary parameters dependent on the node type. At the prcscm time only two 
.'-1 1ypcs arc supponcd · air and wau:r · although addition:i! types will be developed 3S 
~~d. The nod:i! types currently on offer arc summari~cd in Table I. 

0 

Type 

lmem:i!: unknown pressure 
Internal; known pressure 
Boundary; known pressure 

Boundary; wind pressure 
tcmperarure = ourside air 

Supplementary data 
none 
total pressure (Pa) 
I) total pressure (Pa) 
2) index. indicating !bat node temperature: 

0 : is identical to some other node or is a conslant 
l : equals outside air temperarure 

I) wind pressure coefficients index 
2) surface azimuth (0 clockwise from Nonh) 

Table I Mass llow network node types 

The nodes of the network represent either internal or boundary pressures. The difference 
" that only imcmal nodes are subjected to I.he ma.u balance tracking, Note that in the present 
c:oncci11 'internal' is' not necessary equivalent to ' inside' nor does ' boundary ' necessarily equate 
10 '<>uu1de'. Usually the pressure at an internal node is unl<Jlown. lllhough it may be treated as 
1 known pammet.cr as could be required. for example. in the case of an expansion vessel in :>. 
tt,drome radiator system. 

flow components are characterised by an identifier. a type code <indicating duc1. pipe. 
Pllmp, crack, doorway, etc.) and a number of ~'Upplementary data items tlclining the parameters 
anoci~tctl with a specific component type. When a cenain now wmponcnt is repetitively 
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present in !he network, it need only be defined once. The currenlly supponcd fluid flow com
ponent types are summarized in Table 2. Within ESP each Jlow component has a subroutine 
counterpart which is used to gcneracc Lhe flow and llow derivative at each iteration. As an 
example, Lhc type 220 component is elaborated in Lhe nex.t section. Detailed information on all 
component types can be found elsewhere (Hensen 1990). 

Code 
10 
15 
17 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
50 

110 
120 
130 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
310 
410 
420 
450 

Type 

Power law volwne flow resistance element 
Power law mass flow resistanee element (definition I. l 
Power law mass flow resistance clement (definition 2.) 
Quadratic law volume flow resistance element 
Quadratic law mass flow resistance element 
Constant volume flow rate clement 
Constant mass flow rate element 
Common orifice flow element 
Laminar pipe flow element 
Specific air flow opening 
Specific air flow crack 
Specific air flow door 
General flow conduit (duct or pipe) 
Conduit ending in converging 3-leg junction & C = f(q/qcl 
Conduit st.aning in diverging 3-leg junction & C = f(qlqcl 
Conduit ending in converging 4-teg junction & C = f(q/qcl 
Conduit starting in diverging 4-leg junction & C = f<q/qc1 
General flow inducer (fan or duct) 
General flow com:ctor (damper or valve} 
Flow correclOr with polynomial local toss factor 
!deal (frictionJess) How controller 

Table 2 Currently available fluid flow component types 

Pararnete rs 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
l 
2 
4 
6 

13 
13 
17 
17 
7 

17 
16 
8 

A flow network 'is defined by connections. Each COMection is described in terms of Lhe 
name of Lhc node on its (arllitrarily Lleclarcd) positive side. Lhe height of Lhe positive linkage 
point relative to I.he node on the positive side, Lhe name of Lhc node on I.he (arbitrarily 
declared) negative side of Lhe coMection. Lhe height of the negative linkage point relative lO 
the node on the negative side. the name of the coMecting flow component and supplementary 
data which depends on the flow component selected. Note that more lhan one connection may 
exist between two nodes. The concept of a connection having a positive side and a negative 
side is used to keep tr:ick of the direction of fluid llow. For most mass Jlow component types. 
uni-<lirectional fluid flow wiU result (in either direction). However. some component types 
may repl"l!scnt bi-directional fluid movement - for example in the case of a doorway where, due 
to the action of small density variations, over the height. bi-directional now may eltist. 

3. THE CALCULATION PROCESS 

Consider Figure 2 which shows two zones coMected by some lluid llow component. It is 
assumed that each volume can be characterised by a single temperature and a single static pres
sure at some height relative to a common dat.a plane. The inlet and outlet of lhe coMecting 
component are at different heights relative to each other J.lld relative to the nodes representing 
the volumes. Analysis of the fluid flow through a component i is ba.~cd on Bernoulli's equation 
f?r onc-dimensaonal steady flow of an incompressible Newtonian lluid including a loss term: 
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figure 2 An example two zone connected system 

M'; = (p 1 + pV 1
2i2)- (p 0 + pV2

212) + pg(z 1 - : 2) (Pa) (1) 

··tw:re .'>.!', is Lhe sum of all friction and dynamic losses (Pa), p 1, p 1 are entry and cxi1. st:uic 
~urc5 (Pa), V 1, V 2 arc entry and exit velocities (ms-1). p is the density of lhe nuid nowing 
:!Uou~ the component (kgm-3

), g is Lhe acceleration of gravity (ms-1) and z 1, z1 are Lhe entry 
lnd c.1;1t elevation.~ (m ). 
!kmoulli · s equation can be simplified by combining several related tenns. Stack .:ffectS arc 
.-c-pn:scmcd by the pg(: 1 - zz) tenn in equation(!). Dynamic pressures are the pv 2/2 tenns. 
.IM total pressure is defined to be the sum of static pressure and dynamic pressure: i.e. 
P "p .. pv:/2. If nodes n and m represent large volumes (e.g. a room). the dynamic pressures 
.Ll't: cffc:t:tively zero. If the nodes represent some point in a duct or pipe network, there will be 
1 J:'OSlllvc dynamic pressure. Equation (1) thus reduces 10: 

tlP = P, - P,,. +PS_ (Pa) (2) 

.. lll:rc P,. P,,. is the total pressure at nodes n and m (Pa). and PS..,.. is the pressure difference 
Jue 10 density and height differences across connection n-m (Pa). 
E.qu.uron.~ (I) and (2) define a sign convention for the direction of now: positive from point I 
:o point ~ (or n to m). The flow wilhin each lluid now component is described by a relation of 
:.he: form m = f (ti!'). The p:irtiaJ derivatives needed for the establishment of the Jacobian 
:min~ 1 representing nodal pressure corTCctions in tcnns of all branch now panial derivatives) 
~ Lhus related by am I aM"'" = - am I atlP,,... 
This <;(:Ct1on now continues with an elaboration on the calculation of stack effect. followed by 
:.'le dc.~cription of m example flow component subroutine, and finally a sub-section on network 
ioluuon. 

l.1. St:ick Effect 

Within ESP each node is assigned a reference height. The reference height defines the 
,,,~ height of Lhe associated building zone or plant component. The node reference height 
tnlv t-c expressed relative to any amitrary datum level a.~ long as this datum level is the same 
for J.ll nodes in the network. The reference height is then used in the calculation of buoyancy 
dnvcn nows (stack effect) in a manner similar to the approach suggested by Walton (1988). 

The pressures at the inlet and out.let of the now component (p 1,p 2 in Figure 2) can be 
rt:l.Jtcd to Lhe node pressures by the hydrostatic law: 

Pi= P. + p,g(z. -z 1) = P. -p.gh 1 (Pa) where h 1 = z1-z, (m) (3) 

Pz=P.., +p..,g(z,..-zi)=P., -p,,.gh 1 (Pa) wherclr 2 =z 2-z., (m) (4) 

llic: rt:lauvc heights. h 1 md h 1 , are a convenient way of expressing the llow component inlet 
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and outlet heights. For example. it is quite common for now components in the building fabri 
to only differ wilh rcspect to inlet and outlet heights rcl:llive to the rnne heights. On the othc 
hand. if the now component is pan of a duct or pipe network. the relative heights will be zero. 
Equation I can thus be rcduced to: 

ti.I';= P. - P,. + pg(z. +h 1-r,,. -hi) - p.gh 1 + p,..gh: (Pa) 

The !Cnns (pg(z. +h 1-z,.. -h,) - p.gh, + p,,.gh 1) can be collectively called the stack pn:s. , 
sure, PS;, acting on component i: 

PS;::: p.g(z. -z,..) + h~(p,.. -p.) (Pa) (fiow in positive direction) (6) 

PS;::: p,,.g(z. -z,,.) + h 1g(p,,. -p.) (Pa) (llow in negative direction) (7) 

3.2. Flow Calculation 

Within ESP each now component has a subrouune 1;oumerp:in whkh is used 10 gener:uc 
now and now derivative at C3Ch iteration. As m example. consider the type 220 component: 
"conduit ending in converging '3-lcg junction". This is a special 1:asc of~ general llow conduit 
component (duct or pipe), which is described fi rst. 
For nuid now through a conduit (ie. a duct or a pipe) with (a) unil'onn ~ross-sccuonal area. (bl 
no pressure gnin due to ran or pump, and (c) steady-state t:ondhions. the sum of all friction and 
dynamic losses is found from the general expression: 

ti.I' ::: flpvll2D, + U';pv212 1Pa l (8) 

where f is the friction factor(·), L the conduit length (m ). D, the hydraulic diameter (m), A 
the cross-sectional area (m 2), v the average velocity (ms - 1 ), and C, is lllc local loss factor due 
lO tilting i (·). 
The local loss factors, in the second right hand side term. n:prcscnt dynJmic losses resulting 
from now disrurbances caused by "linings". In principle. local Joss factors can be used for J..11 
lllose fittings or components which. from a nuid flow point of view. do not have 10 be 
modelled separately. Examples arc: pipe and duct entries or c~i1s. elbows. bends and obstruc· 
tions, converging or diverging transitions. 
The first right hand side term in the equation above is also known ;is tJ1e Darcy-Weisbaeh 
equation for frictional losses of lluid now through conduits. The friction factor in this !Crm 
depends on the type of now, which is characterized by the Reynolds-number: 

Re:vD,1v (-) (91 

where v is 1he nuid kinematic viscosily (mzs-i). With respci.:t to calculation of tJ1e friction 
factor. ESPmfs follows !he approach as indicated 111 <ISSO I 'JXhl which recognises only three 
regions: for Re :s; 2300 laminar flow is assumed. and the fricuun lai.:tur is ~alcul:ucd from: 

f::: 64/Rc (-) (101 

In !he transition region, for 2300 < Re < 35CXl. lhe llow may be either laminar or turbulent 
depending on Ille degree of disturbance. The friction factor is found by linear interpolation: 

f i.(3500-Re) + fr(Rc-2300l 
I ::: 3500-2300 1-) (I I) 

where h is the friction factor for laminar now at Re = 2300 1- J. :uid fr is I.he friction factor 
for turbulent now at Re: 3500 (·). 
For Re C!: 3500 the now is assumed to be turbulent. and the friction factor is calcula!Cd from 
an explicit approximation of lhe implicit Colebrook- White equation. which is sufficient accur.uc 
for most 1echnical purposes: 
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where k is lhe absolute wall material roughness (m ). 
The mass now rate through a general conduit c:in now be c:liculaicd from a "known" pressure 
di f(ercncc by: 

m=A-f lpll.P (kgls) 
'J fl!D + !C; 

(13) 

Bec;iusc. effectively, we have an implicit formulation for ii, the c:liculation of m needs some 
sort of ite ration. ESPmfs uses a Rxed point iteration method with the following steps: (I) Re is 
~ :iJculalCd with v based on the most recent now 1111.e. (2) dependent on Re. a friction factor is 
c.~ 1ablished. (3) with this value a new now nuc is c:liculaLCd which i~ compared wilh the one 
u.<:ed in step L. and (4) unless the difference is sm:liler than some user-speei fled em>r limi1. the 
whole process is iteratively repeated. 
ln the equations above the nuid density and the nuid viscosily both depend on the direction of 
flow. ic. the 1emperature of the sending node. The pani:li derivative for this nuid tlow com
ponent may be c:licula!Cd from: 

a,;. .sm 
i16P = 61' (kgls/Pa) ( \4) 

unless M' is sm:liler than a ccnain threshold (say 10-zo Pa}, in which case ESPmfs switches 
!O numerical approximation: 

a,n _ m-m" 
i161' - 61' - 61'"" 

(kg/ s I Pa) 

where % denotes the v:liue in the previous iteration sicp. 

( 15) 

In lhe approach above. lhe dynamic loss factor is ll'C:ued as a. eons1am. Depending on the 
problem Jt hand. this is not always justifiable. Flow junctions (Ices. wycs. crosses. cicl for 
instance. tend to create local dynamic losses which arc strongly rcl:ucd 10 the velocity rJ11os or 
:low r.uc ratios in the different pans of the junction: i.e. !hey depend on condit ions elsewhere 
1n the system networic. The most common lechnk1uc o i.lcscribing uyn:unic local losses for 
junctions is by equation, of the form: 

I 2 
61',, = C< .µ l pil'c (Pu l (16) 

where 6/'p reprcscms the total pressure losses 1hrough section p of the junction (Pa), C«P is 
the dimensionless loc:li loss ractor for pan p of the junction referenced to the velocity pressure 
at section c of the junction (usually this is a function of Qplq< ). q is the volume now rate 
f_1it Ip (m 3 ! s )). subscript c indic:ues the common llow p:uh. and subscripl p indicates ei!hcr the 
straight (s) or the branch (b) llow path. 
Values for Cc .p can be found in several handbooks (e.g. Miller 1971. ASHRAE 1985. ldel
chik 1986). Figure 3 is an example of such d:11:1. This ligure also indic:ites !hat different litera· 
Lure ~ources not always yield identic:l.I va.lues for cen:iin lillings. 
TI1rough curve lilting-on data encowuercd in literature or found from cxperimenL~. il is 1:ten
crally possible to derive. for each !low path's local loss factor. an approxima1c expression of 
Lhe form: 

f i;p} (q"}2 [Qp·' [Qp·}l [q,, 4,,·} 
C< .p = a0 + a 1 l~ +a~ ~ +·a 1 -.-J + a 4 -.- + "i ~·-.- (-) (17) 

q< q< qc qc qc qc 

where u ; an: lit cocfficiemst, subscript p indic:ucs t:i1hcr straight t.1) or branch <h) now path. 
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Figure 3 Loc:U loss factor for J con· 
verging wye (45 °). round. Graph Ori· 
gimues from rsso (1986) (1iter:1rurc 
sources indic:ucd an: !delchik 1986. 
ASHRAE 1985 and Miller 1971). 
1 • branch flow path 
2 • straight now path 
3 • common flow path 
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:uid subscript p' I.hen indic:11c.-: branch lb ) or suaight (s ) tlow path respectively. 

Thus. it would be possible to calcul:uc the pressure drop across the different now paths 
of the junction. However. I.here arc some di rrlcultics when a juncuon would be approached as 
just another type of now componem: 
• for many junctions, C c . p becomes very small or even neg:mvc !Or cert:iin values of cjP!qc 

(set: e.g. Figure 3). This may ensily lead to numerical difficulties when the flow rate through 
the different now palhs of the junction is to be calculated cxpficit.ly from the ;m:ssurc 
difference across it. 

· a junction flow component type docs not blend well wilh the concept ol a now component 
type linking two scpanue nodes · wl\ich forms the basis of :ill olher pressu re/flow component 
types • because a junction obviously involves more than .two nodes 

The former problem is usually de:ilt wilh by avoiding explicit .:valuation of the flow/pressure 
relationships at the junction component level. This may be done by adding lhe dynamic local 
loss factors to adjacent flow components instead. For this. :ind to h:indle the second difficulty. 
ESPmfs offers some special now conduit component types which allow assignment of the 
junction local loss facior c •. , or cc .b tO the adj:iccnt condu11. 

The 1ypc 220 now compnncm ("condui1 ending in cnnvcrgsni; 3·1ci: 1um:11on") i~ such a 
spccio.I condui1 component whi<;h is schcmat.ic:il ly Jrnwn 1n Fit:urc .i TI1e ..:on<Juit 1ypo: 

' no•o 1ha1 the 00<>fficicnu fOf <lcacribin• Cc., iliffcr from !he fit cocffic1<nu which •l=nbe c •. 0 • 

No1c also l.l1ll no1 nec~suy all a ; "' 0 
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Figure 4 Conduit ending in converging 3-leg junction 

component links node i and node J but also comprises the dynamic local losses of either the 
"sU'3igh1" or the branch Row path of the junction. The other entrance of the junciion has to be 
represented by the conduit component linking node le. with node j; so a type 220 component 
incorporates only one half of the junction. It is assumed that there is only one connection 
between node i and node j, and between node le and node j respectively. Furthermore the llow 
directions are assumed to be as indica1ed in the tigure. If, during simulation. the flow is in the 
other direction, a warning message will be issued. 
In addition to the parameters describing the flow/pressure relationship for !he conduit itself 
(which have the same meaning as in case of a general flow conduit) the following component 
description daia is needed: 

ao to a 5 lit coefficients describing Cc ,p = f (q,,lqc , i/,,·lqc ); subscript p refers 
to the junction section under consideration and subscript p' refers to 
the other entrance of the junction 

Ac cross-sectional area of the common flow path (m 2) 

It should be noted lhat here c •. ,, is described as a function of (qplq0 • Qp'lltc>• while in litera
ture one often finds c •. ,, described as function of (qblif0 i or as function of (i7"~/ii0 ) . Obviously. 
it is then a quite trivial ta.~k to transform the coeftlcients to the form used in ESPmfs. 
The algorithm now functions as follows: 
(1) the local loss factor C,,,, is evaluated ha.~ed on the most recent calculated llow raics. with: 

q,, = m;. ;IP; (m 31s) ( l!!ai 

4,,, = mk .ilPt (mJls ) (lllb) 

'1c = q,, + q,,. (m 3is) 1 l8cl 

unless either m; ,j !> 0 or mt,j < 0, in which case (a) the local loss factor for lhis junction 
section is set to 7.ero, (b) a warning message is issued. and (c) lhe :tlgorithm proceeds with 
step (4). 

(2) the loc:i.l loss factor Cc .p is converted into lhc loc:ii loss factor C, .
1 

referenced to the velo
cily pressure in section i - j by: 

C = C ~( me/A, ]2 (-) (19) 
1,J c,p . 

Pc m; .11A;, 1 . 

where m, = m; , j +. mt.j (kgs- 1
) and Pc =Pi (kgm-\ 

(3) then the local loss factor C; ,1 is added 10 the sum of all other local loss factors l:C; of con · 
duit i - j 

(4) and then the algorithm can proceed as if it where a general !low conduit 
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3.J. Network Solution 

Each Ruid Row component. , lhus relates the mass now r:ite. m1• Lhrough the component 
10 lhe pressure drop. AP, . across it. Conservation of mass at c:ich internal node is equivalent co 
lhc m11lhem11tieal statement that lhe sum of the mass Rows mu~t cqunl 1.cro at such a node. 
Bcc:iusc lhcse Rows arc non-linearly rclau:tJ to c.hc connection pre~sure difference. solution 
rcquil'C's lhc itenulvc proccssin~ of :i set of simulln.ncous non-linc:ir equations subjected 10 a 
given ~t of boundary conditions. The 1ectuiique cmploycu by ESP is 10 assign ;in arbitrary 
pressure to o:ich imemal node 10 enable the calculation of c;11ch coMcclion Row from the 
appropriate connection equation. The intemll.I node mass !low residuals arc lhcn computed 
from: 

K,, 

Ri = l:mt (kgts ) (20) 

where Ri is the node i mass flow residual for the current iteration (kgs- 1
). mt is the mass flow 

rate along the kth coMection to the node i (kgs" 1
) and K;,, is lhe total number of connections 

linked to node i . 
The nodal pressures arc then iteratively corrected and the mass balance :ll each internal node is 
re-evaluated until some convergence criterion is met. The melhod used in ESP is based on an 
approach suggested by Walton (1988). 

Origtul Solvtr ~ ... so1 .... lltr11tJon 

Pr'Oblem CPU ltenlionl CPU ltenlion• R11io 
Se<llnd& l11hr-"l4hn Sea>nd1 Ill hr · l4 hn :!4 hn 

I. ,.,,,,. 3087 6363 . 1'2117 " 137. 522 191 
2. hou•e I JT7 J74 • !7863 17 29 • 4S9 60 
J. houoe 2 48 146 - 2'10 23.2 11 · \OS ::J 
4. 2"""' 9 309. ZJ76 J.6 16. 2B1 ' S.J,_., J 27 • JSI 2.S 4. 90 } 

6. Trombe 4168 14009. 1227S4 S0.2 19 . 474 ~5~ 

I.a hr • 2nd hr Ill hr· l.nd hr 151 · 2nd hr 

7. 1111• 13270 · 2SJJ8 24 - I 5S~·~JI~ 

T•ble J Bcnch-mant ruulu. AU ruiu we~ perfonnc.d , .. 1 SUN JI.SO and a1~•pc.111d h' • 1•nc d1y 

(24 hw•I 1imulolion 

CPU l 
Rollo 
44 hn 

S6 
21 

• 2 
I 

43 

! 

This. approac.;h wa.~ implemented and tested in an earlier version ot ESP Jlld shown to result in 
considerable speed improvements as evidenced in Table 3 (Clarke & Hensen 1988). 

The l:uest ESP model has a further enhanced solver which has rcsullcd in additional itera
tion reductions. However. at lhe time of writing no bcnch-marlc. results were available. The 
solution method is based on a Newton-Raphson technique applied to the set of simultaneous 
nonlinear equations (for example see Conte and De Boor 1972). With 1his technique a new 
estimate of the vector of all node pressures. p· . is computed from the current pressure field. P. 
via: 

p' = p - c (21) 

where the node pressure correction vector, C. is determined on the ba~is of a simultaneous 
solution of a Jacobian matrix which represents the nodal pressure corrections in terms of all 
branch now partial derivatives. The pressure corrections vector C is given by: 

C ~ R ,r-1 (22) 

where R is the vec.;tor of nodal mass now residuals and .r1 is the inverse of the square Jaco· 
bian matrix (N•N for a network of N nodes) whose diagonal clements arc i;iven by: 

J = Ki' [ (Jrit l (kR Is Pa) (23) 
• _. t•I '(jt::J> J l 

m 
pr 
b~ 

h: 

r 
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where K.,. is lhe lOtal number of COMections linked to node /1 and t:J> t 
JiCTerencc across tlle k tl1 link. The off-diagonal clements of J are given by: 

1 = ! - ~ (kg/ s Pu) 
K.,. [ iJ · ] 

"-"' h•I iJt:J> t 

is I.he pressure 

(24) 

when: K,,,. is lhe number of coMections between node /1 and node m . This means tllat · for 
internal nodes · lhe summation of tlle tenns comprising each row of I.he Jacobian matrix are 
1dcncically zero. 

ESP cummtiy uses LU dccompositiqn wil.h implicit pivoting (also known as Crout 's 
method wilh p:inial pivoting) for solution of the matrix equation J C = R for I.he unknown 
pressun: correction veclOr C. The implementation in_ use by ESP originates from :in :ilgorilhm 
by Press (cl :ll. 1986). In I.his case the matrix J is decomposed to a lower triangular matrilt L 
md an upper triangular matrix U. such I.hat LU= J. Tilis decomposition is used to solve I.he 
linear set: 

J C = (L U) C = L (U C) = R (2S) 

by first solving, by forward substitution. for I.he vector Y such I.hat L Y = R and I.hen solving 
(by back substitution) U C = Y. The advantage is that both substitutions are quite trivial. 
Pivoting is used to make I.he method numerically stable. 
. .\s a future possibility, spme matrix methods could be used to reduce further I.he storage and 
execution lime requirements. 

It should be nolCd that it is quite easy to define a mass now networic which has no 
unique solution. One requirement for solution is that at least one of tlle node pressures is 
known. A second requirement is that all nodes must be linked. l.hmugh some palh. lo a known 
pressure node. 
Conservation of mass :it c:ich internal node provides I.he convefl:ence criterion. That is. if 
Vitt = O for all internal nodes for I.he current sy~1em pressure estimate. I.he exact solution has 
been found. In practice. iteration s1ops when all lnicmal node mass llow residu:ils arc hclow 
one of two user definable thresholds: ERRMAX lhe largest pcrcenlllge residual llow error. or 
FLOMAX the largest absolute residual O.ow error. 
In some c::ises. large corrections for I.hi: successive pressure correction applied to any node dur
ing the ileration process may cause a numerical instable situation. Therefore. ESP offers PMAX 
a user definable maximum pressure correction applied to any node during I.he iteration process. 

/ 

\ .·~ 
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----------·~-' I .. ., JO 

- -----·---··- · 
Figure 5 Example of successive computed values of pressure and oscil
lating pressure correction at a single node 
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As noted by Walton (19811), there may be occasional instances or tow convergence With 
oscillating pressure com:ctions on successive itcr.nions at a single node. In the CllSC shown in 
Figure 5. each successive ~ressurc correction is a constant ratio of lhe previous com:ction _ 
that is C; = -0..S • C;"" ( denotes 1he previous iteration seep). ln a number of tests I.he 
observed oscillating com:ctions came close to such a pattern. By :issuming a constant ratio. it 
is simple to extrapolate to the 'final solution·: 

P; = P; - C; /(l-r) (Pal (26) 

where r is the ratio of C; ror the current iteration to its value in the previous iteration. The 
factor l / (1-r) is called a relaxation factor. Tiie extrapolated value of node pressure can be 
used in the next iteration. Ir it is used. then r ls not evaluated ror lh3l node in I.he foUowing 
iteration but only in the one thereafter. In this way, r is only evaluated with unrelaxed pressure 
correction values. This process is similar to Steffensen iteration (Conte :ind De Boor 1972) 
which may be used with a fixed point iceration method tor individual non-line:ir equations. The 
iteration correction mer.hod presented above gives a variable :ind node dependent relaxation fac
tor. When the solution is close to convergence. Newton-R.aphson iteration converges quadrati
cally. By limiting the application of the relaxation factor to c:ises where r is less than some 
value (ESP's user definable parameter STEFFR) such as --0.5. it will not interfere with the rapid 
convergence. 

4. Combined Hellt and Mass Flow Simulation 

Within the ESP system. a nuid now simulation may be initiated independently of the 
main energy simulation or pursued in tandem. fn lhe former case the :i.~sumption is made that 
the nows arc predominantly pressure driven and that buoyancy dfecL~. although included. are 
time invariant (or user specifiable}. In the l:lller case ESP must establish and solve the coupled. 
matrix equations com:sponding to the heat and nuid tlows wi·thin the multi-zone building and 
the multi-component plant. The ESP scheme. which is reponct1 fully elsewhere (Oarl<e 1990}. 
can be summarised. for any computational time-step, as follows. 

• the energy balance. state-space equations corresponding to the finite volumes which 
represent lhe plant-side discrctised components and disuibucion network are established on 
the basis of the latest values of the building-side state variables and plant component/ net
work mass nows 

• this plant matrix equation is then solved by a sparse matrix technique taking into account 
any defined control action 

• the energy balance. stale-space equations corresponding to the linile volumes which 
represent the building-side discretised constructions, surfaces and air v0lumes arc then esta
blished on the basis of the latest values of the plant nux inpucs and building-side air nows 

• this building matrix equation is then solved by a customised matrix inversion technique 
which employs a partitioning and ordering technique which ensures that only non-zero 
matrix entries are processed and which integrates control system char::icteristics within the 
solution process 

• the whole-system, lluid now equations arc then solved. iteratively, by Lhe technique 
described earlier in this paper. utilising the newly cstablishcu huil<..ling Jnd pl:int-siue state 
variables to estimate the buoyancy effects 

• if required. time-step control can be aclivacc:d to prevent the evolution of time in cases 
where the newly computed state-variables differ markedly frum lhe l;1tes1 values assumed 
when the matrix equations were established 
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• finally, the simulation clock is incremented and the process repeats 

Since the time constant associaicd with lhc sUlte-space equations rcprcsendng plant·side finite 
volwncs are often an order of magnirudc ~maller than !heir building-side counterpan. a facility 
is provided to allow the plant system equations to be established and solved at a greater fre
quency than lhe building system equations. 

S. A Case Study 

Recently one of the aulhors was involved in a case srudy which involved air infill.r.ltion 
and ventilation modelling witll ESPrnfs. This study was concerned witll the interaction between 
mechanical ventilation system and a house. 

Figure 6 Diagrammatic representation of house. ventilation system and 
mass now network 

Figure 6 shows a schematic cross-section of a one-family house with a mecharucal exhaust· 
only ventil.ation syscem. The air leakage and disuibutlon network is superimposed. The house 
ha~ a semi-open k.icehen and open stairs to the first noor. TI1e ventilation system consists of an 
exhaust fan to exhaust the indoor air to the oucdoors. The make-up air from the out.doors leaks 
in through cracks and purpose provided vents in the building envelope. It was assumed thac 
during certain times (becween 16:00 and 20:00 hrs) the occupanJS open the kitchen north win· 
dow unless the inside-oulSide temperature difference is larger then a certaln value (say 20 ° C). 
A detailed computer simulation scudy was carried out to predict the results of different sysicm 
options in icrms of occupnnt comfort, condensation risk. healing capacity required and energy 
consumption & cost. As pan of the srudy it was necessary to answer two questions for the 
configuration as indic:ited in Figure 6: (i) is the amount of air ellhaustcd by the fan intlucnccd 
by weather ancl/or occupant behaviour, and (ii) to what extent is the supply of fresh air to the 
bedrooms inftuenced by these variables. 

Mass now simulations were c.'.llT'ied out for the heating season period of some test climate 
yenr. From the results it was clear that in this case the vemilation :ii r exh:lust raic is relntively 
in.scnsiLive 10 wind speed. wind direction. ambient air temperature. and occupant opening of the 
kitchen window: the exhaust mtc remains essentially const:lllt. II should be noted however thnt 
in this case. 11 relatively high standard ventilation sysicm was employed. 
Figure 7 shows some typical rcsulis wilh respect to the supply of fresh out.door air to the bed· 
rooms (Row path from node south to node bed). Dunng 1hc lirsc days one clearly recognizes 
the effect or the kitchen window opening in the l;uc afternoon (the days thereafter the window 
was kept shut due 10 the outdoor temperncure). Another effect which is apparent from these 
results is the inRuencc of wind speed and/or direction. From the results it is clear that the rrcsh 
air supply 10 the bedrooms vane.~ strongly. During certain periods. used llir is even transponed 
to outside via the bedrooms. 
Herc we refrain from inferring any further conclusions from these results. The previous merely 
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Figure 7 Flow of air through cormection s'llith·bed (dashed li£e indi
cates opposite flow direction) for January I 0 until January 2.5 

serves to give a taste of !he kind of results which may be expected from integrated building 
and plant simulation. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper has demons!tated how J mass !low network melhod can be used 10 provide a 
unified model of major building :ind plant fluid flows. It was shown how !his model can be 
used for the simulation of coupled he:it and mass flows in buildings. The performance of lhe 
model indicates that it is practical lO solve the building/ plant heat and mass flow network in 
detail. Solution of complex fluid flow networks for problems involving m;iny time sreps is now 
feasible on cumn1 small computers. 
It is felt that the model reflectS the curTCnt stale of the art in lhc field of nctwonc modeUing 
approach to simulation of coupled heat and mnss nows in buildings. Development of the model 
did reveal however U!llt research is still needed in several m::i.~ . These include development of 
ndtlltional fluid flow component models (e~-pccially improved lari;e opening models). modelling 
of intrazonc effectS by simpllflctl methods anti by intcgr.uion with CFO modeUing melhods. 
expansion of the wind pressure dalllbasc. expansion of the Jctual hulloing and plant com
ponents 'database '. and experimental valida1ion of I.he simplifying assumptions in I.he flow 
component models and lhc network mclhod. 
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DISCUSSION 

KOHONEN R. (Finland) 

I think you have taken into account only one part of the 
thermal coupling of air flows and energy balance of a room 
space. Have you any plans to include the "heat recovery 
effect" that influences the dynamics of wall structures in 
your model ? 

ANSWER : 

The "heat recovery ef feet" (i.e. heating of infil crat on air 
and cooling of building struct.ure (o r v ice-versa) c an -for 
the time being- only be mode led i n a rudimentary fashion by 
ESP. This may be achieved by i ntroduc i ng one or more 
bu ilding zones ( say located i n the wall) and adding 
additional nodes and air flow components to t he fluid flow 
network. We did not consider a direct approach at this point. 
in time because t he current research pro j ect focusses on 
plant side extensions. 

HAVES Ph. (UK) 

In the case of, for example, VAV air-conditioning systems, 
what are the limitations on the control action (non
linearity, hysteresis, dead band, etc.) that can be treated 
using your matrix-based methods ? 

ANSWER : 

ESPmfs c urrent ly offers a general paramec.erized claw 
corrector component which may be descr!bed in t. erms of 
characteristic {linear o r l ogar ithmic) a nd hyst.eres i s. There 
i s anot.her flow corrector ava ilab le, which may be descri bed 
i n terms of a var i able dynamic l oca l as s f actor (defined by 
polynomial coefficients) and hy s t eres is. '!'here may be more 
f low c orrector t.ypes avai lable l n t he futu re. 

Actual flow control i s achieved by "linking" the flow 
corrector with some i nput signal originating from another 
node or component in the net.work. This could be a previous 
time-st.ep value , but the user can ensure that the "current 
value" is used by adj usting the iteration convergence 
criteria parameters . 

SU 
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CHEUNG J.M. (UK) 

could you please explain why in table 3 the order of the CPU 
seconds in both methods (i.e. the original and new solvers) 
is different in item 2 and 3 ? 

ANSWER : 

Beca use t he sys t em of non -linear e qua t ions is s olved by an 
i nd irect (i . e. !terative ) method the i mp rovemen t ra t io 
depends s trongl y on t he problem on hand which i s clearly 
e v i denced by the tab l e . I n genera l : prob lems i nvo lving bo th 
rela t ively l a r ge a nd ~e la t ively small flow r esistances wer~ 
ver y ha rd to so l ve for the o ld so l ~er. Th is i s no t the ca s~ 
for the new solver. 

SUTER P. (Switzerland) 

You mentioned further work on interzonal exchange, i . e ., 
the consideration of different zones in l room. On this 
subject work is under way in the frame of IEA Annex 20 
"Air flow patterns in buildings", which could in the future 
be included into modelling systems as presented by the 
paper. 

ANSWER : 

Yes, we are aware of these research efforts and certainly 
hope to be able to use results of this work in due time . 


